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PREFATORY MATTER:

The idea of this booklet stemmed from a paragraph in Jeannette 
Howard Foster — invaluable study of the literature of variance 
and lesbianism, SEX VARIANT WOMEN IN LITERATURE (Exposition Press, 
19o6, „5.Ou),,r"however thoroughly a student ®ay comb biblio
graphical sources, h;. will still happen by pure chance upon 
enough items not mentioned there to end with-the certainty of’ 
oth-rs still undiscovered. He can only hope, then, that better 
informed readers will hasten to attack his shortcomings and fill 
his iacenae,,."

Since the publication, by Royal Drummond and myself, of the 
leaflet "Fairy Tales", which reviewed some of the better-known 
1 i tr a" urci homesexuality for the un ini. t ia<c... much i nt. rest 
hao be^n snown from ail sources on this particular topic, in 
t —« past six years I have received at Xsast three dozen requests 
Toy spare, or stray copies, of "Fairy Tales". Since less than 
* nuncrcd copies were printed „ and 6c of them-went to the mcimbcr- 
n.n.p ci the Fantasy Amateur press Association, it was obviously 
impossible for mo to fill these requests. Furthermore, the 
■- -ferial in the earlier leaflet has become seriously outmoded 
during the passage of time.

inis leaflet is intended as an unofficial supnlament to the 
Foster study, comprising reviews only of those books not listed 
in h^r book. Exc ption is made only in ths case of those books 
which have been published in new editions under different-titles
T h - a pp c ndi x .1.1 s t c 
reviewed at length

books which, although-they were listed and

in paperback 
to limit th- 
uality or rr.. 
covering the ,

in piss Foster’s book, are currently available
oarap editions, it has al s© boon thought better 

■ -dy.to book a dealing only with female homosex- 
j.anc.s (with cn or two exc-. ptions) rather than 
ntir - field of homosexual literature.

In conclusion, 1 would like to xprtss my gratitude to those 
whose generous response have made this booklet possible. Of all 
those who wret- to me for copies, only two sent mo the minimu® 
of flv cents. Others sent stamps, coins and bills in amounts 
up to two dollars, and one generous fri-.nd even offer.d to 
assume half of the- publishing expenses if I would estimate them, 

(continued on inside back cover)



CHECKLIST 0^ AIT VARIANT NOVELS

• "OTE: Titles preceded by an asterisk (*) are those- which i have 
not myself read. D- scriptions of such books enclosed in quotat- 
i n marks hevc b cn gathered fro® other sources. Reviews credit- 

d DoB ar those which hevc been listed in the Daughters of Biliti 
publication Th. Ladder end arc cross-reviewed here for convenient 
r f rtnee. Titles dismissed with "no data available" are those 
mentioned'by a reputable source as being of some variant interest 
which may, however, be very slight. An uncertain date is followed 
by ?; an unknown publisher is indicated by pub? —MZB

A DIARY CT LOVE Maude Hutchens (pyramid Books, 1952; original 
pub. Ndw Directions Press, 1950.)

Billed as "ths awakening of a 
teen-age girl to love", it takes Tod, the heroine, through a 
bizarre gamut of sensual experiences, both as observer and 
participant. Her grandfather seduces his (male) ipusic pupils; 
a goatish neighbor pursues the entire f mininc neighborhood;. 
Noel is herself pursued by a nympho®,ante housemaid. Weird 
stuff, written with a delicacy and detachment worthy of the 
early Colette novels.

* A LESSON IN LOVE Margaret Crcal (Simon & Schuster, 1957)
"A sen

sitive, well-written first novel about a Can’dian boarding 
school for girls. Primarily the -story of a 15-year-old girl’s 
love affair with a 17-year-old girl. Very sad, very cruel and 
v ry unfortunate." (DoB)

* r©AH AND TWO EVES Anonymous. (Beacon Books', 1956)
A farcical 

novel about a young man who becomes simultaneously the lover 
of two women,

AFFAIR '71 TH a GREEN MONKEY Theodore sturgeon (In Venture Science- 
Fiction, May 1957)

Short story with a bizarre twist, based on a 
"manly" man’s reaction to a suspected homosexual.

t&ONG THE DAUGHTERS Angna Enters (Coward-McCann, 1955)
No data 

available, buy at your own risk.

* AWAKE MONIQUE Astrid van Royen (Duell, Sloan and pearce, 1957) 

"Tenderly and with candid beauty, Astrid tells the story of 
her life so that her 11-ycar-old daughter can read it when 



she grows up. ., .there is an import-nt i isbian ccupl - in th 
book, her aunt Carle, and Lini, Q-ri Js y^ung fri .nd. ^strid 
goes at an early ng©-to live in the house of Reniar, her uncle 
by marriage, She and Renier live upstairs, and his wife- (in 
name only) Carla and Dini liv- downstairs. There is complete 
seeeptenoo between the two strange households even to Renier 
making an impassioned plea for understanding and explaining 
that Dini mkkes Carla happier than any man could. Really a 
delightful reading ,,xp~ r iv nee . " (DoB)

BIRTH OF THE GODS Dritrl Merczowskii (J.K, Dent Ltd, trans .from 
the Russian by Natalie Duddington.)

Laid in Crete during the 
reign of Amenhotep the IV, a large part &f the story deals with 
the passionate devotion between Dio, a priestess of the Mount 
Dikte cult of the Great Mother, and Eoin, her young novice,a 
Temple dancer. a second novel in the series (akhnaton, King of 
Egypt-- same publisher’) tak-.. s Dio to the world of Dynastic^ 
Egypt, where her curiously bisexual beauty attracts both men 
and women, including the . ambiguously-sexed Akhnaton himself. 
Both books arc beautifully and delicately written and have an 
authentically pagan atmosphere,

-'■THE CAlA^ALW Robert Goldston (Rinehart, 195S)
Thi sis avid' ntly

a high-grade thriller, since it merited mention in the Saturday 
Fc view. The- lesbian element may bo slight but merited mention 
even in the review of that staid publication, so it might be 
worth inv stigating. The book apparently deals with an ill- 
fated archaeological expedition to Spain.

-'■•CHILD IN THE DARK Rosemary Timperlcy (Crowell 1956;) No data.

*CITY OF WOMEN Nancy Morgan (Gold Medal 1952) no data available,

THE DAMNED ONES Guy Des Cars (Pyramid Books, 1957)
Variant rather 

than lesbian, this deals with a member of French nobility who 
is ambiguous enough to b; classed as female at birth; later 
develops masculine characteristics but retains "her" female 
name and dress to avoid family scandal - which comes anyway 
when she carries on a liaison with a neurotic Englishwoman.

^DANGEROUS GAMES Tcreskc Totfe- s (Dial 1957) - ♦
"Juliette, returning

from a vacation, finds that her husband Frederic has been having 
an affair with her b.-st friend Franco! sc. To her surprise her *

*DESPERaTE ASYLUM Fletcher Flora (paperback 1956? no other data)

jealousy is of her husband and she finds her f ilings toward
Tranooisc turning into passion." (DoB)



IN APR.IL • Jo Lia C_ . .. ... . 1: -9^
The second 

volume of a historical trilogy, this book is lo© ted in a 
Provencal convent during the spUA'ios.s Doomsday t i ror of 1212 
A D. It deals with the introspec tiv- and relatively innocent 
outbreak of passion among the three youngest girls in the 
convent. Th. causes seem to lie in the deeply sublimated 
sensuality and frustrated maternity of the crippled Mother 
Leonor, whose repressed love for her young novices leads to 
trouble and tragedy when the youngest and best loved, Dolores^ 
finds a young and knightly lover. This book is an astonishing 
psychological study of the Middle Ages, exploring the monastic 
V.fe, providing many colorful scenes of ancient life, and 
is also a fruitful source of Provencal ballads and legends.

DIANA STAIR Floyd Doll (Farrar & Rinehart*, 1932)
This long novel 

of the 19th century deals with a woman writer and post, perhaps 
based on the life of woman*s-rfghter Victoria Woodhull, Diana; 
never overtly lc-sbian, has many affairs with men'but fs "never 
without....some older woman to adore and emulate, and some 
younger woman to teach and inspire.” VZhile thoroughly female; 
Diana is unconventional, seizes many masculine privileges, and 
her story will be of great interest io all nonconformist 
women.

DIARY CF A 15 YEAR OLD TRENCH GIRL (paperback, now on the strand)

Surprise; this is our did friend, CLAUDINE AT SCHOOL, by 
Colette, with a new title and a garish jacket. Bargain at 
35 cents if the lurid cover doesn’t blind you firstT

FHaR AND THE GUILT Wile-ne Shaw (hoe Books, 19 54)
”A sort of Lesbian 

Tobacco Road, a poignant•story of moral and spiritual degrad
ation on a backwoods farij, wherein the main protagonist finds 
her own father as rival.” (DoB) For a shocker, this is re
markably sympathetic.

GREEN SCaMaNOHR Maude Meagher (No Pub? 1935?)
A ' A novel laid in the

days of the Trojan war, dealing largely with the emotional 
attachment between Penthesilea and Camilla! the two co-teigning 
queens of the Amazon tribe who fought with the Trojans, Bor
derline, but interesting, particularly to those who enjoy 
ancient history.

HEARTH AND THE STRANGENESS N; Martin Kramer (Pyramid, 1957; Orla 
Pub. The MacMillan Company, 1956?) ’

, "Enclosed in a lengthy and
excellent novel on inherited insanity is ons of the most 
beautifully .told stories of love between two women. It is 
especially important in that the causation of lesbianism in one 



girl Is made manifestly clear froc .'fly childhood to complete 
maturity,“ (DoB) — It Iso skims the entire range of ab
normal pathology with such thoroughness that in contrast to 
the rest of her family’s queerhe ssos, the lesbianism of 
Aliciane seams pleasantly normal by contrast*

HORIZONTAL MAN Helc-n Eustis (pocket Books Inc, 1949?)
An offbeat 

psychological’murder mystery in which a suppressed homosexual 
alter-ego provides the clue to murder. Mhcabrs,

* KING OF « RAINY COUNTRY Brigid Brophy (Alfred A Knopfl957)

"A poignant novel abowt a young girl who lives with Neale, a 
young homosexual male, without benefit of wedlock. They both 
Lueome.enamored with the picture of Cynthia, a girl out of the 
past life of the protagonist, After searrhing over all the 
world for Cynthia sho finds that her love is only a'dim 
childhood memory. At the end of the- book sho meets and falls 
in love with a famous singer, Helena,,»•(DoB)”

THE LINEMAN Walter H Hiller (in Fantasy & SoL-nos Fiction Maga
zine , August 1957)

Short science fiction which deals mainly 
with the predicament of an isolated, colony of. he an on the Roon, 
but contains passim some amazingly sensitive and sympathetic 
reflections of homosexuality, male and female,

THE LORD HAVE MERCY Shelley Smith (Harper 1956) no data

$ THE LOVE SEEKER'S Leonora Hornblow (Simon and Schuster, 1957)

"A modern and quits well written novel with approximately one
fifth of the book telling the story of the lonely young lesbian 
Mab, her tragic-love affair and the rather 'macabre develop
ments surrounding it,,,"(DoB)

THE MAIDS Jean Genet (Grove press, 1954; expensive pb)
,■ Surrealist

drama dealing with involuted love between two housemaids and 
their mistress; preface by the author gives some Existentialist 
attitudes about homosexuality. For offbeat intell Gets’only; 
grotesque.

^•MOON-KISSED Barry Devlin ('‘Modern", Green Farms, Conn; 1957) ....

No data available except a terse comment ‘’trip®** by a well- 
informed reader, Probably well worth naissihg,

^KY SISTER,’MY BILOVED. Edwina Marks. (Citadel, 1955)
No data 

available except "Author rumored to be Erwin Edman Jr.",



*NIKKI Kevin ’^rr a .r gc, 1955) '
Lo <3 .aa available, but

Vantage is a vanity-publisher; the book is probably poor,

NORM/. Felice Roiaani „ ,,. ,
(Opera set to music by. Vincenzo Bellini, 

1831, Oliver Ditson libretto available for 40 cants. Buy only 
if you can read Italian, since existing translations carefully 
p-raphrase and eliminate variant elements, Modern translation 
now in preparation by M Z Bradley - write me if interested; 
Thia classic drama, based on a French play by Soumet, deals 

two" Druid priestesses successively woosd and won by a
Ronan; they renounce hie through mutual devotion in some 
exquisite scenes, Several recordings are currently available 
and the duets Io fui cost and Eire C Norma are virtual love 
duets,

VOT aS A STRANGER Morton Thompson (Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1954)

Completists only will notice the minor incidents involving 
two sets ©f lesbians, buried in a long novel .about Medicine.

ODD GIRL OUT A Bannon (Gold Medal, 1957)
A sorority-house novel 

involving the usual crush,,now almost a cliche in this type^of 
fiction, between a crazy mixed-up freshman and a frigid senior. 
The ending carefully satisfies the censors. Well written.

OUTER AFFAIR Carol Emery (Beacon Books, 1957)
A prurient novel 

Involving a couple of Bohemian types, with an ending calculated 
to pander to sadists. Trash, but contains a few pages of 
serious and genuine reflections on lesbianism which the 
author evidently sneaked in when the publi sher was looking 
the other way, Makes the book worthwhile anyway...at 35 cents.

aU?ER PATTERNS - Lilyan Brock. (No bib. data available; paperback 
about 1950)

A trashy and sugary novel in prose tinted deep 
purple. The lesbian actress Niaoli and her friend Sheila are 
treated sympathetically but the book is a cut below most 
love pulps.

THE RAINBCW BRIDGE Mary Watkins Cushing (G»F, Putnam’s S©ns, 
1954)

In reviewing biography oit autobiography, particularly of 
living persons, it is necessary to avoid conclusion-jumping 
which might conceivably embarrass someone. Hence it should be 
made abundantly clear; this book is reviewed here only for the 
sidelight it sheds on a famous novel of devotion between an



opera singer and her young .admiretf (Marcia Davenport’s OF 
LENA GEYER) . Mrs. Ou a: dvr s re mini sconces of the years spent 
with pric;a- donna Clive Fr amstad, who sang at the Metropolitan 
during the first world v.ar, lead inescapably to ths conclusion 
that their fast friendship served as th? model for ths 
devotion be tween Lena Gayer and"Elsie do Haven. The book is '
interesting reading for its own sake, -.nd those interested in 
opera in general \ and Lena G-yer in particular will find it 
delightful. (Evon without drawing unjustified conclusions 
about the nevcr-®arried Mm:. Fremstad, her reclusive*  fanatic
ally self-disciplined personality comss well witMn the r'-nge 
of '’variance" if * not abnormality.)

*STR/.NGE 7 RI ENDS Agne-to Hoik (pyramid Books 1955; translated ' 
from, the Danish by Anthony Hinton)

. : ■ ■ ■ Th. story of,,Vita Storm,
who adopts. little "'sister" but remains unaware of the nature 
of their mutual attraction even When she -gallantly carries- 
young Hilda acro-ss streams, etc. Roused but ignorant, Hilda 
makes a hasty, and unwise carriage, throwing Vita into a ‘scries

*THE RED ROOM Franc oise Mal let-Joris (Farrar-Straw ss 1956) 
. 'a

sequel to the author’s ILLUSIONIST, it carries the protagonist 
of th: former novel through an unsatisfactory -affair-'With ~n 
older man; s

^-REMEMBRANCE WAY Jessie Rehder (G.P. Putnam’s Sens, 1956) 
■ No

data available. Buy at your own risk.

THE SEX' OPPOSITE Theodore Sturgeon (in the collection E Pluribus 
- Unicorn, Ballantine Books, 1953; orig. Pub. Abelard pFesiy

Vc ry
. weird compelling short story, about a hidden-"third sux" who 

briefly coma out.of hiding to avenge the murder of two. of their 
kind in syzygy; one such being masquerades as a man to the 
heroine of the story, as a woman to the hero, giving each a 
taste of perfection in love, then leads them, to discover one 
another.

*3HIP • 3: COMPANY Lonnie Colerean (Dell 1955) no data -available.

*THE SIGN 07 EROS Paul Bodin (Berkeley Books, 1957?)
The story

of Etc Inna,,, who discovers a lesbian attachment between two ’
wown in whom he is interested. Well known but j can't - 
gu-.r-antec .. • -

*
* STRANGE CONFLICT Olga Waller (Fagaent press 1955) No data 

available) :■ ■ ■
..-.but Fagaent press is a vanity-publisher who will 

print any tripe for which an author can pay; caveat emptor.



cf casual amours. A roEarkabl z study of adolescent emotion and 
some interesting pictures of European gay life, which is very 
unlike its Ahericen equivalent,

«THE TORMENTED Audrey Erskine Lindoys. (Popular Library 1956?)
No 

specific data available; may deal with male homosexuality in
stead of lesbianism.,

TWILIGHT WOKEN LOS Scott (Beacon Books, 1956)
Rance Marshall, 

Greenwich Village writer, meets a beautiful Polynesian, Lakle, 
Lakla, herself in love with him, forces him to c.ccept, also, 
her beautiful friend Aletha, A suspensefnl kidnapping takes 
all three to the Islands where he '‘marries" both of them, 
with- their own knowledge and consent, Good fun of the racy 
type, even though the pronounced lesbian attachment between 
the women is incident to their mutual devotion to Rance. (FJA)

VENUS WITH US John Marston (Republished under the title PRIVATE 
LIFE OF JULIUS CAESAR by Universal Publishing end Distributing 

Co, 1953; Orig. Pub 1932.)
Trivial and risque- historical novel 

containing numerous lesbian episodes, some light-hearted in 
almost the manner of Ki ng Pau sole, others intense; in the 
serious category belongs the story of the Vestal Virgin 
Florentin, who escapes th- penalty of becoming Caesar’s 
mistress through thc-d-votion of the Chief Vestal, Verusia, 
Worthless as history, but amusing reeding almost without 
equal except for Louys himself,

‘W'.RPTD WOMEN Janet Pritchard (Beacon Books, 1951 , 1956) No data.

WE a'E FIRES UNQUENCHABLE Mary Speers; (hardcover edition Pub? 
1946?)

A very badly-written novel which begins in a girl’s music 
school crawling with lurid lesbians; the protagonist, herself 
heterosexual, is later engaged as cheperone to the lesbian 
Irene to keep her on the straight and narrow. After Irene’s 
suicide the book turns heterosexual and is, if possible, even 
more sordid and unhappy. Rare - and for completists only,

WE TOO MUST LOVE Ann Aldrich (Gold Medal 1958)
Li See the author’s 

earlier We Walk Alone (same publisher, 1955) this purports 
to be non-fiction by a lesbian, and contains many vignettes 
and profiles. A usually reputable source in th.e publishing 
business advises me that this book was written by an other
wise well-known writer of pulp fiction (male). This book has 
its defenders; I consider it as phony as a three dollar bill.



WHISPER THEIR LOVE Valerie Taylor (Crest Books 1957)
..... 'Reasonably

well-written paperback of the "realistic" variety, laid in a 
girl’s collage, dealing with an intense affair between the 
usual mixed-up frosht^an and the Dean of Women, side threads 
run an unsavory gamut between nymphomania, incest and abortion, 

usual in books of this type, it ends with the seducer in 
difficulties and the mixed-up victim falling "normally" in love 
Good reading but very little real insight into either horao- 
or heifero-sexuali ty.

IDE WIDE WORLD Elizabeth Wetherell (pseud, of' Susan Warner; pub 
bouu 1890? Was still in print, after dozens of editions, as

lets as 1930)
luch of the book is d..-.voted to ths intense love 

between two young girls, one (Ellen Montgomery) still in her 
teens, the othar (Alio.. Humphreys) in early twenties. The 
story is beautifully and tenderly and compellinglj written. Of 

W suggests lesbianism., and though 
a multitude of hugs and kisses are exchanged between the two 
girls, no behavior of more intimate nature is implied. Hatur- 
c.liy-, not only would such indication have been taboo at that 
ztues b?\it is doubtful if the author herself was aware of 
(the existence of) what today we call variance (F.L 3 ) 
Considering the innocence, not to say - ignorance abowt’human 
relationships during the last•century, 
a naive but uncommonly direct, for its 
variance in young woren.

wg may'regard this as 
period5 picture of

O-TEN WITHOUT MEN Reed Marr (Gold Medal, 

rather grim portrait of lesbianism and 
a woman’s prison, culminating in murder 
of a rather naive prisoner.

19 56?')
A realistic and 

sadistic persecution in 
and the total corruption

70RLD MTHOUTON Charles Eric Maine Uce Books, 1958)
T11 »3 4 71/11 

chromosome has vanished; the world is inhabited by women who 
reproduce by chemical parthenogenesis. Naturally, since there 
is no one else to love, they love one another. The finding of 
one surviving male changes all this. For- science-fiction 
enthusiasts; others will probably find it puzzling. (FJa)



APPENDIX: FOR FL<.T POCKETBOOKS

NOTE: most of the books reviewed In this leaflet can bo found in 
secondhand bookstores. The following list names all lesbians 
published in paperback over the past fiv-j or six years; copies 
of used paperbacks can usually be bought for 5 or 10 cents and 
anyone with the patience to- rummage for them can obtain most or 
all of these for under $5. I did.

ALDRICH, ANN; We Walk Alone (Gold Medal) 
'.LDRICH, ANN; WE TOC ITT ST LOVE (Gold Medal) 

ANONYMOUS: Adam and Tao Evos (Beacon) 
'.N3NYE0US: 01 ivia(B' rk-1 y)
B'XZAC, HONORE DE: Th Girl with the Golden Eyas ( Won) 
BANNON, A. Odd Girl Cut (Gold Model) 
30DIN, PAUL: Th. Sign of Eros (Brkeley'
COLETTE, SI DO NIB-"GABRIELLE; Diary of a 15 Ye-r Old French Girl 
CRaIGIN, ELIZABETH; Either is love (Lion) 
D'S C..RS, GUY: THE DAMNED ONES (Pyramid) 
DONISTHObPE, SHEILA; Lov li-st of Friends (Berkeley) 
EMERY, CAROL: *uc.r Affair (Baacon) 
FLCR.., FLETCHER: Strang- Sisters (Lion) 
FREDERICS, DIuA;: Diana, a Strang:. autobiography (Bantam?) 
H^LL, R.DCLYF7E: Th. 7X11 of Loneliness (P-rmabcoks?) 
HARRIS, S-.R/n Th. Wayward on s (Bantam?) 
HOLK, ,4GNET2: Strang- Friends (pyramid) 
HUTCHENS, MAUDE: Diary of Love (Pyramid)
KR-.HER, N. MARTIN: Hearth -.nd the Straag-hess (Pyramid) 
LOFTS, NCRa: Jassy (Bantam?) 
LOUYS, PIERRE; Aphrodite (Avon) 
-------- Collected Works of Pierre Louys (contains also Songs of 

Bilitis, and King Pausole) -Avon 50 cent.
M/LLET, FR^COISE: Tho Loving and the Daring (The Illusionist) 
K7.INE, CHARLES ERIC; CLD WITHOUT HEN (ago) 
MARR, REED; WOMEN WITHOUT MEN (Gold MSdal-Fawcett) 
MORGAN, CLAIRE: Tho Pr ice of Salt (Bantam) 
PACKER, VIN: Spring Fire (Gold H' dal) 
i-RITCHARD, JANET: Warped Women (Beacon) 
SHAW, WILENE: Tho Fear and the Guilt (aco) 
SCOTTj LES: Twilight Women (Beacon) 
TAYLOR, VALERIE; Whisp r th ir Love (Crest)
TORRES, TERESKA: Woman’s Barracks (Gold Medal) 
.'EIRAUGH, EILZABET; The scorpion (trans. Guy Endore; (Avon?) 

WILHELM, GALE: The Strange Path (Torchlight to Valhalla) (Lion) 
-------------.We too are Drifting (Lion) 
WYLIE, PHILIP: Opus 21 (signet?) 
---------- 7he Disappearance (Signet?)





SSIiGHlAL — continued.

for her, j had ori'inallv envis^-n d - ‘ r ♦ " - - t
containing only titles and authors. it i5^Vir”‘ ' -

"*1 hop3

rcs^onsc h^s also convinced ec that this leaflet should 
an annual listing of all books appearing during the year

aion/Sw Sb U '^llne *o ^1S> the good cause
J,.- should file Ey address away, and whenever hVshe cones 
X'i --SSu'in un^sted title, write to me, giving tit 
publisher, price, and (where possible) a bri .f re 
P JlO v e

giving title, author,
isumc of the

somebody in a large city offer to comb all news-stands 
n ^gu^-^rly? i live in a small town without a single'
miss'm^ti + 1 visit the* only at intervals. Therefore, I

be t0 aWtoh

oorDl”?1^ thl3 no pretensions whatever to
Rodin ir-^‘ “ +? 1S’ for inst-nc.G, another novel by Paul

ulr °n tii j news-stands, blurbod as "by the -uthor ofSian of Eros,., rto.se title slipped XX, rl X 
“J-XX XXX XX -R5’ Is SOoXo
^P-- r m a p^p.rbach edition. This le fleVHll nrob-bi v h obsolete even before the Sst sto^j i3‘X X

XXX’0 X ■t th“ P'-rugreph which open.a this
_ . <o. x .1, no invite b - tt tr-inform cd Feeders to -tt-ck -li rv fellings a-rf fill up the gups in my eduction. ?

I

Ai THOIGHT: After completing the preparation of this 
leaflet —forestalling the picture I was going t© 
^a+ this sPace — it Was called to m.y attention- 
that the Haldeman-Julius Co-mpany, Dept. C-L, Girard, 
sansas, lists many titles on lesbianism of the fact 
or ouasi-true variety; catalogues of their Little 
rflue Books and Larger Books are free on request. They 
also publish books'on atheism, Tree Thought, and the 
like --Clarence Darrow, Robert Ingersoll and such. 
Some full-length miniature books cost only 5 cents 
Among titl-s are "'"/hy I, a woman, must wear 

^Id'khds"^ "Lesbians tell their stories'* and 
similar stuff which did not reach me in tine for 
reviews to be included here,.
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